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Abstract: In a knowledge society and a knowledge economy organizations need to have sustainable competitive advantages against their competitors, they need to innovate and to have performance. Organizational learning is a way to achieve these features, because, through organizational learning the intellectual capital of an organization can be developed. The learning organization is an ideal type of organization that learns. After briefly presenting the concepts of “learning organization”, “organizational learning”, “individual learning”, and classifications of types of learning from different perspectives, the article presents managerial adaptations, starting from the actions that an organization has to undertake in order to become a learning organization. Then, it emphasizes the fact that the learning organization is an ideal type of organization, thus managers should first make efforts in the sense of creating conditions that could enable organizational learning and then for turning the organization into a learning organization.
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INTRODUCTION

The knowledge society and the knowledge economy are two related concepts. Although the roots of these concepts go back to almost a century ago, when the importance of knowledge for economic growth was emphasized (Hayek, 1937 in Vӓlimaa and Hoffman, 2008, p. 269), these two concepts have gained in importance in recent times. The knowledge society and the knowledge economy have a key characteristic – sustainable economic growth. The business environment is a core element of any economy, so we can say that economic growth is directly connected and interdependent with the business environment.

In the actual knowledge society and knowledge economy, the business environment is more unpredictable than ever. The pace of change is alert. For companies to survive and to prosper in this environment, they need to have sustainable competitive advantages against their competitors, they need to constantly innovate and, implicitly, to have performance at organizational level. Some authors claim that “the essence of the management process is constant directing of changes and constant adaptation to changing environmental conditions” (Cymanow, n.d., p. 1).
1. ORGANIZATIONS AND THE KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY AND KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY

1.1 Organizations in a knowledge society and a knowledge economy

In the actual business environment, the competitive advantages that organizations have against their competitors have shorter lifespans than before. This is because the knowledge economy presumes “an accelerated pace of technical and scientific advance, as well as rapid obsolescence” (Powell and Snellman, 2004, p. 199). Thus, the only truly sustainable competitive advantage that organizations have is knowledge. Knowledge is directly linked to the intellectual capital that an organization has, to the competencies that its human resources own. For these competencies to develop, organizations should nurture a learning culture (Murray and Donegan, 2003). We can see that, when linking the concepts of knowledge society, knowledge economy, business environment, knowledge itself and the world of organizations, the common feature is learning.

We will further focus on the concepts of “organizational learning” and especially “the learning organization”, as two core concepts that need to be paid attention in the actual business environment.

1.2 The learning organization and organizational learning

The importance of knowledge and of learning at organizational level can be easily argued if we take into consideration the fact that organizations confront, in a society that is based on knowledge, with three main challenges: intensification of competition, increased power of customer and shortened life cycles of products (Wang and Ahmed, 2003).

In their beginnings, the terms of “organizational learning” and “learning organization” were used interchangeable, but now there are clear distinctions between the two concepts.

Organizational learning was first used as a concept in 1963, by Cyert and March although the interest in this concept dates to more recent times, in the early 1990s (Marshall, Smith and Buxton, 2009). Despite the many definitions that the concept of “organizational learning” had, it is now generally accepted that learning can be defined as a change in beliefs, in cognitions or in the way of acting, of behaving (Earterby-Smith, Crossan and Niccolini, 2000 in Argote, 2011, p. 440).
The learning organization is an organization that has the capacity to excel in collective learning, while organizational learning is a set of learning processes. The literature states that, while organizational learning is an activity that an organization undertakes (Tsang, 1997 in Marshall, Smith and Buxton, 2009), the learning organization is a type of organization (Tsang, 1997 in Marshall, Smith and Buxton, 2009) that has inclinations towards learning at organizational level or excels at it (Marshall, Smith and Buxton, 2009).

1.3 Individual and organizational learning

The link between individual learning and organizational learning is a controversial one and also one of the most debated subjects in the literature regarding organizational learning. Some authors claim that “organizational learning is the product of individuals’ learning” (Argyris and Schöen, 1978; Fiol and Lyles, 1985; Senge, 1990 in Antonacopoulou, 2006, p. 456) while other authors appreciate the fact that organizational learning is more than the sum of the members’ individual learning in an organization (Crossan, Lane and White, 1999; March and Olsen, 1976; Simon, 1991 in Casey, 2005, p. 132).

In this paper, we will consider that organizational learning is more than the sum of the members’ individual learning in an organization. We thus agree with the idea that “the whole is more than the sum of the single parties” (Senge, 2006 in Ameli and Kayes, 2011, p. 176).

It is also argued that, although employees may leave an organization at some point, what they have learned at individual or team level does not necessarily leave as they leave the organization. This is because a part of what they have learned may be embedded in systems, routines or strategies in organizations (Chiva, Grandio and Alegre, 2010).

1.4 Classifying organizational learning types

In the literature regarding organizational learning there are several classifications regarding the types of learning at organizational level. Different classifications of learning types have been summarized (Chiva, Grandio and Alegre, 2010): single and double loop learning (Argyris and Schön, 1974 in Chiva, Grandio and Alegre, 2010), adaptive and generative learning (Argyris and Schön, 1974, 1978; Fiol and Lyles, 1985; Senge, 1990; Lant and Mezias, 1992; Virany, Tushman and Romanelli, 1992; Sitkin, 1996 in Chiva, Grandio and Alegre, 2010), lower and higher level learning (Fiol and Lyles, 1985 in Chiva, Grandio and Alegre, 2010).
Single loop learning implies that an organization will seek to achieve its goals by adjusting its behaviors. It also presumes that the organization maintains its policies. Double loop learning implies that an organization modifies its norms or policies (Chiva, Grandío and Alegre, 2010), when necessary. In other words, when something does not go as expected, the organization is not going to try and change the situation just by adapting behaviors within the existing norms or policies, but the organization is going to see if it can achieve its objectives by changing the existing norms or policies. Besides single loop learning and double loop learning, another type of learning can be added – triple loop learning. Triple loop learning has a vague nature. It is claimed that triple loop learning means “an additional level of learning that considers an external partner’s values and strategies” (Ameli and Kayes, 2011, p. 176). The authors also state that the nature of triple loop learning is not precise, according to the literature – “some authors affirm that it is concerned with new structures and strategies for learning”, “while other authors contend that triple-loop learning is a learning process related to ethical behaviors” (Ameli and Kayes, 2011, p. 176).

Adaptive and generative learning are similar to single loop learning and, respectively, to double loop learning. Adaptive learning means that organizations can improve their existing competencies or technologies but without necessarily examining their beliefs. Generative learning implies that organizations are able to see beyond a certain situation and to question the operating norms (Chiva, Grandío and Alegre, 2010). While adaptive learning means to react in an automatical way to stimuli, generative learning implies to learn pro-actively and intentionally and to apply new knowledge or behaviors (Sessa et al., 2011). Another type of learning can be added to this classification – transformative learning. Transformative learning implies “experiencing disorientation and then reorientation for an entirely new direction for growth” (Sessa et al., 2011, p. 149).

The last classification that we have taken into consideration refers to lower and higher level learning. The first type implies that organizations repeat past behaviors, while higher level learning means that organizations will develop complex rules related to new actions.

2. THE LEARNING ORGANIZATION – WHAT CAN MANAGERS DO TO TRANSFORM AN ORGANIZATION INTO A LEARNING ORGANIZATION

“Learning organizations [are] organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking are nurtured,
where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning to see the whole together.” (Senge, 1990 in Smith, 2001).

Learning organizations have a series of characteristics: “Provide continuous learning opportunities. Use learning to reach their goals. Link individual performance with organizational performance. Foster inquiry and dialogue, making it safe for people to share openly and take risks. Embrace creative tension as a source of energy and renewal. Are continuously aware of and interact with their environment.” (Kerka, 1995 in Smith, 2001).

From the ideas that have been previously exposed we can consider that a learning organization is more prepared to face the challenges of the knowledge society, the knowledge economy and, implicitly, of the actual business environment.

In order for a traditional organization to turn into a learning organization, a series of actions has to be undertaken. In order for these actions to be undertaken, some managerial adaptations must be made.

A series of levels and competing values in learning organizations have been considered in the literature (Loverde, 2005), from which derives a series of actions that can be undertaken. The author further makes a detailed comparison between the characteristics of a traditional organization and of a learning organization, from which a series of managerial adaptations can be drawn.

We must mention that Loverde refers to these actions from the point of view of learning organizations with different levels of feedback: single – loop feedback, double – loop feedback, triple – loop feedback, quadruple – loop feedback but we will consider that the transformations that we will further present, from the work of Loverde, can also be seen as enablers for turning a traditional organization into a learning organization.

First, a part of the management levels have to be removed and orizontal structures and/ or smaller business units need to be created, business units that need to focus on key competencies. This has to be combined with vertical intelligence, which means that managers need to integrate the principles, values and judgments and to have a deep understanding of the causes and foundations of certain actions. Second, different cultures, races, genders and sexual orientations need to thrive in a company because complex and adaptive systems evolve better when more options are competing in nearly chaotic conditions. Each person must be permitted to speak according to its traditions, goals and needs and in the end the differences need to be reconciled. Being aware of the importance that tacit knowledge has is the third action that needs to be undertaken. The awareness of the importance of tacit knowledge is needed because, if we focus exclusively on explicit knowledge, we marginalize or even exclude anything and anybody that does not fit the current paradigm. Explicit
knowledge is knowledge that can be easily codified or expressed in a formal or a systematic
language (Tiwana, 1999 in Brătianu and Orzea, 2008, p. 125). Tacit knowledge is more personal, it
is contextual, being embedded in humans’ minds (Brătianu and Orzea, 2008) or in the routines of an
organization (Howitt, 1996 in Oxley et al., 2008). Tacit knowledge, unlike explicit knowledge, is
hard to express, difficult to formalize or to share with other persons (Nonaka and Konno, 1998).
The next aspect targets the elimination of benchmarking and the improvement of old methods. The
focus must be on finding new methods, which stimulates innovation. Further, the accent should be
on emotional skills and not on intellectual skills. Skills in the emotional area are needed in order to
manage change. Without such skills, people may become fearful and irritable when dealing with
changes. And finally, a transition must be made, from the accumulation and transfer of knowledge
to implementing knowledge in an active way, which involves a shift from an explicit “know what”
to an implicit “know how” and even to “know why”, in order to create new knowledge through
discovery and innovation.

In order for these kinds of actions to take place in an organization, managers need to make
some adaptations, in order to facilitate the metamorphosis of a traditional organization into a
learning organization. Further, we will present a few of all the adaptations that managers could do
in order to transform a traditional organization into a learning organization. The work presented by
Loverde is more detailed, presenting a comparison between a traditional corporation and a learning
one.

First, managers should change the conception according to which learning is individual,
procedures are dominant and new staff should have achievements according to the existent
standards of performance. This way, the accumulation of knowledge becomes a collaborative
process and intelligence is collective. What the organization learns is shared by all its members and
the main challenge is that all employees are able to create high performance standards. This can be
materialized through team projects and learning implemented at team level. Another important
element is that teams should manage themselves, leading to the concepts of “self – managed
teams”.

Also, managers should make a transition from a passive learning style, when it is considered
that the data is complete and we just have to manage it, to an active learning style, when managers
realize that the available data is incomplete and it is not going to provide enough information to
support performance. Thus, people must learn harder in order to achieve excellence.

One important thing that managers should do in order to transform a traditional organization
into a learning one is to find new ways of doing things and not just improve old methods. So,
managers need to make a transition from rigid objectives and procedures that are implemented in order to control, to revise objectives and procedures, in the sense that no one can know for sure which are the best methods to do what needs to be done.

The emphasis should not be on dissemination of information in order for employees to memorize it, but on learning how to learn, taking into consideration the fact that the situations that organizations confront with are increasingly diverse and they must be addressed in an optimal way.

Then, managers should adapt their behavior in order to make a transition from the role of supervisors in terms of authority – when they know what needs to be done and make sure that things are done as they want them to be done, to the role of teachers or guides – each employee explores better and better methods to do things.

Another change that managers must undertake in order to transform a traditional organization into a learning organization is in terms of how knowledge is being measured, regarding the knowledge gained by both managers and employees. The transition should be from measuring knowledge by testing the degree of learning to measuring goal achievements, also taking into consideration the fact that data is fragmentary and in constant change.

Regarding the considered time frame, the change should be from developing short term competencies, which help to achieve simple tasks, to developing long term competencies and the ability to face complexity, to find solutions for certain situations that occur in an organization, in the market and in the socio – economic environment, these being in a constant change.

The last change that we will detail, although not the last one in importance, is changing the conception regarding the cultural context. The emphasis should be not on cultural homogeneity but on cultural diversity, the last one being able to facilitate the process of learning in organizations.

3. IS THE LEARNING ORGANIZATION THE ANSWER? ENABLING ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING

Taking into consideration the fact that in the knowledge society and knowledge economy, the knowledge that an organization owns is one of its few sustainable competitive advantages, the importance of learning at organizational level is increasing. Apparently, the learning organization is the answer to the actual business environment, which is characterized through constant changes. But we need to take into consideration that the learning organization is an ideal type of organization that learns. In reality, we support the idea that managers should first act in such a way that they enable organizational learning processes.
A series of classifications appears in the literature regarding the sub-processes of organizational learning. Lytras and Pouloudi (2003) have made a synthesis of these sub-processes, although they do not refer to them as organizational learning sub-processes, but as knowledge management life cycles models. Another author classifies these sub-processes in: creation, retention and transfer of knowledge (Argote, 2011).

No matter which of the sub-processes of organizational learning we take into consideration, there is a series of factors that can facilitate or inhibit organizational learning. In order for organizations to develop a process of organizational learning, managers must create conditions; they must enable the occurrence of facilitating factors for organizational learning.

The literature regarding the facilitating and inhibiting factors of organizational learning is extensive. We will further present a series of factors, for a better understanding of the context.

In the case of the knowledge creation sub-process, one of the most well known models in the literature regarding knowledge management is the SECI model (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka and Konno, 1998). The authors propose that new knowledge is being created by continuum conversions between tacit and explicit knowledge, along four steps: socialization – individuals share tacit knowledge, externalization – the sum of the individuals’ ideas integrate at the group level and tacit knowledge becomes explicit knowledge, combination – from group level to organizational level; implies “the conversion of explicit knowledge into more complex sets of explicit knowledge” (Nonaka and Konno, 1998, p. 44) and internalization – this last step takes place at organizational level and means that explicit knowledge is conversed into tacit knowledge. We have briefly presented the SECI model because it is correlated with the concept of Ba. According to the authors, Ba is a space for the creation of knowledge. Ba can be a physical, mental or virtual space or a combination of these. Each of the four steps of the SECI model has a correspondent Ba: socialization – originating ba, externalization – interacting ba, combination – cyber ba and internalization – exercising ba.

Six organizational factors are discussed (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995), factors that can enable the creation of knowledge: organizational intention, redundancy of information, creative chaos, autonomy, requisite variety and middle managers. Bijlsma-Frankema, Rosendaal and Taminiau (2006) describe in short these factors that were proposed by Nonaka and Takeuchi. Organizational intention means that top – management has the task “to set challenging goals, to design a vision, indicating what knowledge should be developed and a knowledge strategy indicating how to create new knowledge” (Bijlsma-Frankema, Rosendaal and Taminiau, 2006, pp. 293-294). By redundancy of information we must understand that different communication channels are used for informing
employees. Creative chaos “aims to promote a sense of urgency that heightens attentiveness and a willingness to act upon sub-optimal performance” (Bijlsma-Frankema, Rosendaal and Taminiau, 2006, p. 294). Autonomy implies that employees have space for self-management. Requisite variety “refers to a match between the internal variety of an organization and the complexity of the environment” (Bijlsma-Frankema, Rosendaal and Taminiau, 2006, p. 294). Middle managers have an important role in turning the organizational intention into concrete goals. They also have to design “a conceptual framework that enables employees to make sense of their tacit knowledge and exchange knowledge within the team” (Bijlsma-Frankema, Rosendaal and Taminiau, 2006, p. 294).

Other authors’ present factors that enable organizational learning as an overall process: culture, strategy, structure and environment (Fiol and Lyles, 1985 in Bapuji and Crossan, 2004). To these four factors, it is claimed that two other variables appear in the literature: resource position and organizational stage of development (Bapuji and Crossan, 2004). Bapuji and Crossan (2004) centralize some aspects of culture that can be considered facilitators for learning: a participative decision-making culture, learning orientation (Hurley and Hult, 1998 in Bapuji and Crossan, 2004), openness, transformational leadership (Hult et al., 2000 in Bapuji and Crossan, 2004), and positive supervisory behavior, organizational support (Ramus and Steger, 2000 in Bapuji and Crossan, 2004). Among the most important aspects regarding strategy, that can influence organizational learning, is “providing a context for perceiving and interpreting the environment” (Fiol and Lyles, 1985 in Bapuji and Crossan, 2004, p. 406). The structure of an organization can influence organizational learning by the composition and management of groups, by “formal procedures for learning, cross-functional communication and stability of team membership” (Bapuji and Crossan, 2004, p. 407). The environment influences organizational learning because it determines an organization’s access to resources related to knowledge, such as talent or collaboration partners. Organizational stage is another element that influences organizational learning. Some companies, for example bio-technology firms, depend, during their early stage of development, on other firms in order to learn while other companies do not learn in their initial phase – for example joint ventures. Resource position can influence learning at organizational level - research suggests that sometimes resource abundance could facilitate learning in some cases but block it in other cases.

Other factors that are considered to influence organizational learning are “contextual factors such as the organization structure, information, communication and control processes, which impact on the way individuals, learn” (Hedberg, 1981; Pawlowski, 2001; Simon, 1991 in Antonacopoulou, 2006, p. 456).
Giving these examples of factors that can influence organizational learning, managers have to be aware of the facilitating and inhibiting factors and they must undertake actions in order to create conditions for organizational learning processes to take place, to increase the number and, where the case, the intensity of presence for enabling factors and respectively to lower the number and, where the case, the intensity or frequency of presence for inhibiting factors for organizational learning.

For example, managers should create within the organizations that they lead an environment that stimulates creativity, an environment in which employees are encouraged to explore, to ask questions to them, to ask why they have to do certain things. For employees to have an inclination towards learning, managers should encourage them to learn, to collaborate, to share information and knowledge within teams, because organizational learning is a natural stage that follows individual learning and team learning, if the organization creates conditions for enabling learning at organizational level.

Employees are going to explore new solutions; they are going to put to question the operating norms or the values of an organization if they know that certain situations in which they will be implicated are not going to have repercussions towards them. Managers should encourage exploring and learning, with the cost of possible mistakes. The traditional norm is that managers are inclined to apply penalties for those who make mistakes. This creates fear within employees’ minds and fear is an inhibitor for learning, for exploring or creating. And, as long as employees do not learn at individual level and at team level, organizational learning is not going to occur.

Employees need to know the reasons for doing what they do. When a person knows the reason beyond a certain task, he or she is more inclined to be consciously and even emotionally involved in working and finishing a certain task. This can also help employees to see beyond a certain situation.

If managers will encourage employees to see beyond certain situations, to put questions to them, to not take for granted the operating norms or values of an organization, they will also help employees to “jump” from knowing-what to knowing-how and even to knowing-why.

These actions that managers can undertake are going to have an impact on individual learning. Then, managers should encourage learning at team level. In order for the learning process to move from the individual level to the team level, managers should induce in their employees’ minds that, when working in teams, the final goal is the accomplishment of the task at team level, thus employees should share with their colleagues the knowledge that they have and also to gain new knowledge from their colleagues. At team level, we can consider that it is important for the manager
to also be a leader or to designate, at team level, employees who have leadership skills, who can inspire other people, who can help them have confidence in themselves.

After creating conditions for team learning to take place, managers must take into consideration actions to be undertaken in order to enable organizational learning processes.

All the actions that managers must undertake that were mentioned for turning a traditional organization into a learning organization could also be applied for enabling organizational learning processes. These actions could be done in steps, meaning that first managers would enable organizational learning processes, and, in time, the organization is going to become a learning organization.

Besides these actions, some other things that managers could do in order to facilitate organizational learning are: promote learning at organizational level, by a learning culture – create norms or procedures to enable learning and include, among the organization’s values, aspects regarding knowledge and learning; include employees in decizional processes, communicate in an open and effective way, eliminate the potential barriers that could exist between management and employees.

**CONCLUSION**

Knowledge and learning are two central elements for organizations in the context of the knowledge society, the knowledge economy and the actual business environment. In order to face the constant changes that are specific to an unstable business environment, organizations need to develop learning processes at organizational level or even become learning organizations. For a traditional organization to become a learning organization managers need to undertake some changes, they need to make a series of adaptations.

We argue that, although managers can undertake a series of changes for transforming organizations into learning organizations, they should first create conditions for enabling organizational learning processes, and afterwards lead their organizations into becoming learning organizations, because the learning organization is an ideal type of organization, thus the transformation needs to be made gradually.

The research has also some limitations. Taking into consideration that the approach is a theoretical one, in practice it is also necessary to see what the impact of the managerial adaptations in order to transform an organization into a learning organization, and respectively of the conditions that need to be created for enabling organizational learning, would be. Thus, one way to measure
these could be, for example, to assess the performance, level of innovation and competitive advantages that an organization has before undertaking such actions and at a certain period after certain actions have been undertaken, in order to see if there are differences. This way, managers will know for sure if organizational learning or the learning organizations are answers for being competitive in the actual business environment.

In conclusion, the relationship between the learning organization and the business environment is a mutual one. The need for learning at organizational level is emphasized by the actual business environment. On the other hand, learning at organizational level and even turning traditional organizations into learning organizations can lead to competitiveness at organizational level, regional development and help develop the business environment as a whole.
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